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Welcome Message

Eng. Anas Al Madani
Vice Chairman and Group CEO
INDEX Holding

As the UAE continues to attract an impressive number of local and international franchising businesses,
and amid social and economic recovery from the pandemic that has altered countless aspects of our lives,
it is my pleasure to welcome you to the 5th edition of The Global Franchise Market– TGFM, the leading
franchising event in the Middle East. This edition will be unprecedented, as it is a display of the most
prominent franchising businesses around the world, and a demonstration of the success stories these
businesses witnessed, especially over the past two years.
Despite the eminent challenges franchising companies have faced during the Coronavirus pandemic,
many of them managed to manoeuvre through the pandemic and emerge stronger through new and
creative ways of reaching customers and new business models capitalizing on online sales channels
and strategies. Regardless of the business type and nature, those who succeeded were able to face the
social and economic challenges posed by COVID-19 by identifying strengths and weaknesses, and taking
pragmatic and swift steps towards ensuring continuity.
The success stories we have witnessed during the pandemic have been remarkable and inspiring, as
prompt action and critical thinking were put to the test, and adaptability took center stage. Today, several
businesses from restaurants and catering companies that offer food delivery services, to E-commerce
platforms, are experiencing a surge in growth from the new demands stemming from COVID-19.
Moreover, local and international franchise brands continue to grow in the UAE across a variety of sectors,
as the UAE continues to be an important and strategic location to start expansions, notwithstanding
global economic slowdowns and crises, during which the UAE showed resilience. Additionally, the
exceptional infrastructure, the growing population, and the UAE’s prominent position as a popular
shopping destination are all vital factors for this growth. Furthermore, the UAE’s recent decision to offer
long-term residence visas to mega-investors and top business leaders is not only attracting a wealth of
financial capital but also encouraging global start-ups to explore franchise opportunities and target the
country’s lucrative retail, food, and beverage, and hospitality sectors.
This year, TGFM exhibition brings together top-notch investors, franchisees, leading entrepreneurs,
international franchise experts, and the world’s best brands to connect and discuss franchising business
opportunities in the MENA region. Additionally, attendees will gain exclusive access to B2B meetings
and dedicated networking sessions with the aim of facilitating collaboration and business expansion
opportunities.
I would like to extend my thanks to our exhibitors, partners, and visitors for their constant support and
efforts in making TGFM the leading franchising event in the Middle East, and I hope that this edition will
grant visitors and participants the chance to achieve their intended results.
I look forward to seeing you all in TGFM 2021 and hope you enjoy your time in Dubai.
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Discover Dubai

Dubai, A Global Metropolis
Besides being one of the most vibrant, lavish,
and cosmopolitan cities in the world, Dubai has
flourished as a dynamic international city and a
regional hub for business and investments, thanks to
its strategic location between the East and the West
and the prospective vision of its leaders.
Dubai’s economy has changed and grown across
several sectors as it has transformed into a
diversified, innovative service-based economy
supported by the emirate’s government that aims
to improve the business environment, commercial
transparency and accelerate productivity growth,
which helps in return in gaining the investors and
entrepreneurs’ trust.
In the last few years, the Emirate excelled as a
unique destination for meetings, conferences,
and exhibitions as it hosts world-class events for
professionals in almost every industry all across the
world, whether it be sport, economic, humanitarian,
entertainment, lifestyle or art and culture which play
an important role in the business success.
Dubai is also the city where business meets
leisure with abundance of activities to do ranging
from shopping in the world biggest mall to more
adventurous activities like the adrenaline-pumping
safaris, and with its extensive road and transport
system, getting around the city cannot be easier.
15-16 November 2021

This metropolis does not stop growing as it keeps
breaking records on many scales such as the tallest
man-made structure in the world - Burj Khalifa, the
world’s largest shopping center – Dubai Mall, the
world’s tallest performing fountain – Dubai Fountain,
the world›s largest picture frame – Dubai Frame, one
of the world’s most iconic hotels -Burj Al Arab, a set
of floating islands in the shape of a world map – the
World Islands, and the world’s busiest airport for
international travel – Dubai International Airport.
Dubai is an unmatched city with great opportunities;
a place to share aspirations, experiences and
inspiration and a global platform for knowledge
based, sustainable, innovation focused businesses.
Dubai is certainly a great example on how a city
plans ahead and works on its robust progress in
many fields.
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General Information
Exhibition Inauguration
TGFM 2021 will be officially inaugurated on Monday, 15th of November, 2021 at 10:00 outside Hall 5, Dubai
International Convention & Exhibition Centre.

Dubai Metro

Exhibition Opening Hours
MONDAY 		
TUESDAY 		

15 November 2021
16 November 2021

10:00 - 18:00
10:00 - 1 7:00

The Dubai Metro station is located
near the Exhibition Gate outside
Sheikh Saeed Hall.

Taxis
General Information

For any inquiries or assistance, proceed to
the organiser’s office located outside Hall 5.

Admission

For trade visitors only, a registration form
must be filled out prior to entry. Children
below age 16 will not be admitted.

Business Centre

Business Centre is located near Hall 8.

Organiser’s Office

Organiser’s Office is located next to the
main entrance of Hall 5.

Taxis are plentiful and reasonably
priced. Taxis are available opposite to
IBIS Hotel.

Prayer Room
Gent’s Prayer room is located at the
second floor opposite Hall 6. Ladies
Prayer room is located at the second
floor opposite Hall 7.

Lost and Found
For lost and found item/s please ask
the assistance of the security staff or
the organisers.

Disclaimer
Hospitality Desk

The hospitality information desk is located
outside Hall 5.

INDEX Media

INDEX Media is located outside Hall 5.

Catering Facilities

Refreshments, meals and snacks are
available from the restaurants and coffee
shops located in the lobby of the Dubai
International Exhibition Centre and will be
open from 11:00 - 19:00.

Car Parking

Car parking space for exhibitors and
visitors are located at the multi-storey car
park opposite Convention Gate.

The company profiles in this catalogue
are presented in alphabetical order
and includes entries provided to
the TGFM 2021, whilst all attempts
are made to ensure that the details
presented are accurate and complete,
the organisers do not hold themselves
responsible for any inadvertent errors
or omissions.

Color Scheme for Name Tags
• VIP
• Investor
• Exhibitor
• Trade Visitor
• Organiser
• Press

15-16 November 2021
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Acknowledgement
The organisers sincerely thank
the following companies for their continuous support to

TGFM 2021

Government Supporter

Official Supporter

Sponsors & Partners
Strategic Partner & Co-founder

Strategic Partner & Platinum Sponsor
®

Destination Partner

Association Partner

Media & Event Partners

Official Airline

Organised by

15-16 November 2021
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Floor Plan
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List of Exhibitors

COMPANY 	

COUNTRY 	

2More

Saudi Arabia

A17

3days

Saudi Arabia

A17

Al Dar Dark Restaurant

Jordan

C11

Aster Pharmacy

UAE

C06

Beautiful Me

Estonia

B08

Blue Bird Food Stuff Trading (House of Pops)

UAE

B07

DxBlends

UAE

A07

Florina

Saudi Arabia

A17

Franchise Talk

UAE

A16

FranCorp Middle East

UAE

B01

GC Group (Just Burger)

UAE

C01

Glittair

UAE

B09

GNST Services (WeSellAnyBiz)

UK

A08

Gulf Pastry

UAE

A06

Hamada Restaurant

Jordan

A15

i.be

Saudi Arabia

A17

Iron Bodyfit

France

B15

Japanos Friends

Romania

B05

Khan Zaid

Jordan

C07

Kokh W MeshMesh

Kuwait

A02

Komat Qash

Jordan

C09

Kopi Ketjil

UAE

C17

Mathnasium

UAE

B14

Mindsrew (Kronfol, Kronfoly)

Lebanon

C03

Monsha’at

Saudi Arabia

A17

15-16 November 2021

STAND NO.
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List of Exhibitors
COMPANY 	

COUNTRY 	

Mr. Jeff

Spain

C16

Munch Bakery

Saudi Arabia

A17

Pano Group

France

C26

Proyectum Sport Intl. Ltd. (Mini Gols)

Spain

C15

Real Burger

Saudi Arabia

A17

Richy Group

Saudi Arabia

A17

Rose Flower General Trading (Nells)

UAE

A09

Russo New York Pizzeria

USA

A10

Shawarma Factory

Kuwait

A02

Shormeh

Saudi Arabia

A17

Simit Sarayi

Turkey

A11

Swift Restaurant

UAE

C05

Talah AlJood

Saudi Arabia

A17

The Burger’s Origin

Saudi Arabia

A17

The Smash Room

UAE

C08

Yatsudoki (Chateraise)

Japan

B06

Zoughaib & Co. Jewellery

Lebanon

A01

15-16 November 2021

STAND NO.
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Exhibiting Brands
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Exhibiting Brands
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STAND NO.: B06
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2MORE
SAUDI ARABIA
2MORE specializes in dates, stuffed dates and chocolate.

STAND NO.: A17
@2more.sa
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

We offer our services to more than 15 branches in Saudi Arabia
and a company that exports dates to Korea
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3days is a brand new concept, offering tailored training programs
to be beyond the idea of a simple gym.
Founded in 2019, 3days provides full fitness training programs

3DAYS
SAUDI ARABIA

STAND NO.: A17

with a personalized approach to achieve your fitness goal within
a 3 days in a week plan.
Why choose 3days?
Our members receive:

3daysksa.com

Effective Programming

WEBSITE

Effective Coaching
Comprehensive Body scans to show measurable progress being
made
An encouraging community to keep you motivated

15-16 November 2021
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ALDAR DARAK
JORDAN

STAND NO.: C11

Aldar Darak is a restaurant that sells Jordanian and Palestinian
cuisine specialized in local food like Mansaf/Musakhan/Quzi
mixed grill/fried and roasted chicken. In addition to an open
buffet with a wide variety of products available 3 times a day and
sold at affordable price. Aldar Darak uses fresh ingredients and

dardarak.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

good quality meat/chicken and seafood.
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ASTER PHARMACY
UAE

STAND NO.: C06
asterpharmacy.ae
WEBSITE

Aster Pharmacy is a Retail pharmacy concept started almost
33 years ago. Aster DM healthcare started business in the
healthcare with a single clinic and the pharmacy was opened
initially to support the patients in obtaining their medication
quickly after their doctor’s visit. As the clinics expanded the
pharmacies expanded alongside, and eventually we started
opening standalone pharmacies focusing initially on highstreets
and neighborhoods and then into shopping malls.
Aster Pharmacy is known well for medicines availability and
wellness products. Quality of the staff and the service provided
sets Aster Pharmacy apart from others which lead to the gaining
of the reputation of being the friendly neighborhood pharmacy
and a synonym for “Pharmacy” in the minds of people. An online
service, home delivery service, contact center with Pharmacists
answering calls and a wide range of exclusive products and
an attractive and engaging loyalty pro- gram ensure customer
loyalty and convenience.
Offering the entire gamut of curative, nutritive, baby products,
lifestyle, wellness products, FMCG products, cosmetics, personal
& homecare products - Aster Pharmacy has become a household
name in the UAE & has emerged as the brand of choice
amongst pharmacies due to its solid availability & customer first
orientation.

15-16 November 2021
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BEAUTIFUL ME
ROLLMASSAGE
ESTONIA

STAND NO.: B08

World’s first smart massage salon concept - easy set-up, fully
automated (less staff = more profit). The most innovative
contactless patented rollmassage system.
Low operating costs, low franchise costs and a wide target
demographic mean a fast ROI.
The Beautiful Me rollmassage machines are provided on a rental

rollmassage.com

basis, which means you don’t need to splash out on expensive

WEBSITE

equipment.

15-16 November 2021
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Picked by Hand, Roasted with Passion, Served with Heart” We
serve some of the best specialty coffee beans from around the

DXBLENDS
UAE

STAND NO.: A07

world. Our passionate coffee roasters handle each process with a
great deal of care and attention to deliver some the best coffee
beans from farm to your cup. You will be able to choose from
different coffee beans with different taste profiles. The coffee
beans will include single origin coffee from Brazil, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Indonesia, Columbia, and Hawaii to name a few. We will also serve

dxblends.com

our signature blends of coffee, you will have the opportunity to

WEBSITE

try unique blends that are only made for DXBlends, handcrafted
by our talented baristas that serve you with “Heart” and “art.”

15-16 November 2021
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CHICK’NCONE /
SWIFT RESTAURANTS
MANAGEMENT LLC
UAE

Founded in New York in 2014 and franchised in the UAE in 2018,
with over 30 locations world wide, Chick’nCone is a fast growing
brand. Chick’nCone is a quick service restaurant that serves
Hand Held Chicken and Waffles. Crispy Fried Chicken, tossed
in a signature sauce of choice and served in a freshly baked

STAND NO.: C05
chickncone.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

waffle cone. The pillars of our brand are to offer our customers
Fresh food, Fast service and Friendly staff, ultimately giving our
customers a post worthy experience.
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CHATERAISE
(YATSUDOKI)
UAE

STAND NO.: B06
yatsudoki.jp
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

Chateraise - a Japanese Style French Patisserie established in
Yamanashi, Japan since 1955 and has expanded to over 450
stores in Japan. The first international stores launched in 2012
with the first store in the Netherlands and has since expanded to
Singapore, Taiwan, and to debut in the United Arab Emirates in
2016. As the exclusive partner of Chateraise in the Middle East,
INDEX Trading & Investment, a Dubai based strategic investment
company strives to provide innovative services to our clients
around the world.
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The company was established in 1408 Hjri
It was known in the past at Al Dagal Company, in affiliation with
its owner, Dr. Khaled Al Dagal and it was recently changed to
Florina to be a global brand inside and outside the Saudi market
It was the beginning of its activities and its launch from the city

FLORINA
SAUDI ARABIA

STAND NO.: A17

of Al-Mustafa
Peace be upon him, the first branch was an area of 65 square
meters for retail sale in the Sam market located in Sultana Street
in Madinah, soon after, more branches opened up all over The
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. praise be to God, and from him.
With the efforts and perseverance of Dr. (Khaled Al-Dagal) and

florina.sa
WEBSITE

all the company’s employees, the number of the company’s
branches reached (69) branches, and it still aspires and strives
to expand further.
What distinguishes Florina from other brand sin the industry is
the natural leather and the accumulated experience of more than
30 years which enabled the organization in 2015 to rank among
the top 100 popular brands in The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

15-16 November 2021
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FRANCORP MIDDLE
EAST
UAE

STAND NO.: B01
francorpme.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

Francorp Middle East is the largest franchise consulting firm in the
MENA region. Established in 1976 and headquartered in Chicago,
United States, Francorp is also one of the oldest franchise
consultancy firm, with a presence in more than 55 countries.
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About Us
We are a beauty store that offers exquisite cosmetics. The
products will be reviewed by us and manufactured overseas. The
products will be tested by us before displaying.

GLITTAIR COSMETICS
UAE

STAND NO.: B09
glittaircosmetics.com
WEBSITE

Vision:
Our vision is to inspire, gain trust and satisfaction from our
customers. We also aim to expand our makeup products and to
become internationally recognized.
Mission:
To establish an important brand that offers high quality in
cosmetics. Our company focuses on customers’ satisfaction. Also
on delivering high quality services to our customers.
We will accomplish this in the following ways:
- High quality manufacturing
- Marketing and PR Program
- Affordable pricing strategy
Business Goals & Objective:
We aim to develop an affordable pricing strategy with high
quality cosmetics and expand our current makeup.

15-16 November 2021
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GLOBAL CORP GROUP
JUST BURGERS
UAE

As a leading hospitality & restaurants group, with nearly 55
branches, and 9 brands,
GCG Group brings great, dining, leisure and hospitality

STAND NO.: C01

experiences to millions of customers across the UAE.
GCG Group is a dynamic business and locally owned enterprise

gcgroup.co
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

with a consistent record of growth and innovation.
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Established in 1999, Gulf Pastry opened its first branch in
Khalidiyah, Abu Dhabi. What followed were several years of quick
expansion as the marketing campaigns, customer referrals and

GULF PASTRY
UAE

STAND NO.: A06

sound business principles began to pay off.
Currently having 25 local outlets across the Emirates, Gulf Pastry
is the number one choice of customers on go to or take away
restaurant for pastries, sandwiches and baked items.

gulfpastry.com

Desiring to expand this success beyond the local market, Gulf

WEBSITE

Pastry chose franchising as the next step. Through rigorous
adherence to the founding principles, practices, and procedures
as implemented by our franchisees, Gulf Pastry will become the
successful model to follow.

15-16 November 2021
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HAMADA
JORDAN

From Jaffa to Amman, a story that has been narrated through
generations; its title “Hamada” the authentic Levantine food with
exceptional flavors!
An authentic Levantine concept, Hamada was established more

STAND NO.: A15
hamada.jo
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

than 100 years ago in Jaffa, Palestine in the year 1915. It is an
experience that takes you back to the roots of Levantine
flavors and feeling. From our beginning in Jaffa, to over 35
locations in Jordan, we will soon be introducing Hamada to the
rest of the world!
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House of Pops has been in the UAE market for more than 3 years,

HOUSE OF POPS
UAE

delivering exponential growth year on year. We offer a premium
concept of Ice Lollies, 100% natural, plant based with no refined
sugar. Our pops are rich in fibers and free from allergens. We are
committed to being 100% natural form ingredients to packaging

STAND NO.: B07
houseofpops.ae
WEBSITE

and thus, we are 100% plastic free. We now operate in more than
16 locations, in top real estate venues in Dubai, including Expo
2020, JBR, Kite beach, La Mer, City walk, Global Village etc. and
several 5 stars hotels. We offer a simple yet very profitable model,
that will ensure maximum return for our franchisees. Visit us to
learn more!

15-16 November 2021
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i-be, a company accredited by the Saudi Authority for Intellectual

I-BE
SAUDI ARABIA

Property and the World Intellectual Property Organization WIPO,
making them one of the first technology support and innovation
center in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia that empowers and
provides innovators access to technical information in the field

STAND NO.: A17
ibehub.com
WEBSITE

of intellectual property and facilitates their access to related
services. Which encourages the development of their innovative
potential, empowers and enables them to generate intellectual
property and its investing in it by converting it into economically
feasible projects, along with the ability to develop, protect and
manage their intellectual property rights.

15-16 November 2021
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A growing community!
Iron Bodyfit has more than 80 studios in France. Today, our
fitness studios assess and help more than 15 000 members on

IRON BODYFIT
FRANCE

their daily life!
A simple and efficient concept
No time to work out? Remember that it’s only 25 minutes of

STAND NO.: B15
ironbodyfit.ae
WEBSITE

your week to get your electro muscle stimulation session done. A
session that represents 4 hours at the gym in results!
The main mission of Iron Bodyfit is to make you happy.
So simple, so happy!

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

IRON BODYFIT, LEADER OF THE EMS MARKET

IRONBODYFIT.AE

15-16 November 2021
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JAPANOS FRIENDS

We are a modern brand, that takes the authenticity of Japan

ROMANIA

and the art of making sushi and transpose it in todays market.
You will find a blend of online and restaurant experience that is

STAND NO.: B05
japanos.ro
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

the perfect combination for a success story. Sushi is considered
a form of art in Japan. Some aspiring sushi chef train for over
three years to even be allowed to prepare the rice, and many
more years before they have a hand in preparing the seafood.
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KOKH W MESHMESH

About Khokh w meshmesh Khokh w meshmesh Juices Company

KUWAIT

is a leader in the juices field in the Gulf region and the largest
integrated juices company since its establishment. It has become

STAND NO.: A02
khokhwmeshmesh.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

a brand worthy of trust from its customers. It is the name of
Maradaf among customers Khokh w meshmesh juices Company
is distinguished by using the finest fruits ever. This makes the
product have the best products than all competitors
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Khan Zaid, a great tasting shawarma place, was founded in Irbid,
Jordan in the year 2009 by an entrepreneur called Zaid Nabil
Abu Saleh. Its booming success is due to its differentiation in the
market.

KHAN ZAID
JORDAN

Khan Zaid is known for specializing in chicken shawarma. The
way Khan Zaid is differentiated from others is due to the fact
they sell great quality products that are freshly prepared using
the best ingredients.

STAND NO.: C07
khanzaid.com
WEBSITE

Khan Zaid targets all segments of the society due to the fact that
they sell at affordable prices. Its booming success have resulted
in expansion in Jordan with 4 stores, 3 stores in Irbid and 1 in
Amman.
Khan Zaid is looking to open 2 more stores in Amman to have a
total of 6 stores by 2022.
In 2021 and due to the high demand on the brand outside Jordan,
Khan Zaid have decided to expand through the franchising
program.

15-16 November 2021
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Komat Qash in English is Haystack which means agricultural
crops, a variety of wheat, barley, oats, corn etc. and what you
can make from these seeds to bake fresh goodies with a delicious
smell.
It started as a love story and developed by studying baking
techniques in an institute in Australia. Living in a country like
Australia where you will find all diverse communities and cultures

KOMAT QASH

come together, the main idea of having a Bakery house is that

JORDAN

bread is part of every culture in the world and the main objective
is to produce different types of bread to bring the diverse of
communities as one.

STAND NO.: C09

The idea is new / breaking the rule for traditional bakeries. The

komat-qash-bakery.business.site
WEBSITE

name is distinct, powerful and has a deep meaning, the decor
is beautiful and fits with the product and creates a feeling of
comfort, warmth, and love with the smell of bread as if you were
at home.
Excellence in the good taste of all our products. The presence of
such products only in luxury hotels has become today accessible
to everyone and with the highest quality.
We offer the finest bread with the finest coffee. Prices are
affordable. One of the basics of daily life.

           


15-16 November 2021
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KOPI KETJIL
UAE

Kopi Ketjil is a community based third wave Artisanal Coffee
Roasting Company that is also the synonymous with name goes
by Specialty Coffee Roasting Company to be precise, we are head
quarterly based in Jakarta Indonesia established back in 2014

STAND NO.: C17
kopiketjil.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

and the brand of franchisee has been acquired to Abu Dhabi in
2018 for its SOP and activities to roll out as an exclusive agent
throughout UAE including Middle East since then we Kopi Ketjil
– Abu Dhabi have been supplying our highly graded specialty
beans to the niche market in UAE.
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Mathnasium is a revolution in math education. Our proprietary

MATHNASIUM UAE
UAE

teaching method helps children catch up and get ahead while
making learning fun and engaging. With over 1,000 centers
worldwide, we continue to expand in the United States and
globally. With a modest investment, franchisees have an excellent

STAND NO.: B14
mathnasium.ae
WEBSITE

opportunity to seize a share of a skyrocketing, multibillion-dollar
industry.
Mathnasium’s Mission: Teach children math so they understand it,
master it, and love it.
Math can change their lives, and they can change the world.

15-16 November 2021
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“Mindscrew” is incorporated in Lebanon and United Arab Emirates

MINDSCREW
UAE

and is currently the owner and sole shareholder of two concepts
known as Kronfol- Lebanese Casual Dining and KronfalyLebanese street food concept. The two concepts differ in essence
but meet around the necessity of providing quality food products

STAND NO.: C03
mindscrewholding.com
WEBSITE

coupled with immaculate service. From concept creation, to new
business development, to providing management services, to
running and maintaining standards in the individual businesses,
to staff training, to franchising, basically every little aspect of each
company is managed through Mindscrew to ensure sustainability
and consistency.

15-16 November 2021
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MR JEFF
SPAIN

Mr Jeff is a tech-based, laundry delivery franchise that has
expanded to over 40 countries by making technology the core of

STAND NO.: C16
franchise.jeff.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

the business. Mr Jeff has modernized the tedious task of laundry
through a seamless 48-hour home pickup and delivery mobile
app-based service.
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Munch started with an idea to share happiness and smiles
through mouthwatering delights that can give people a reason
to congregate with family & friends or simply take out time for

MUNCH BAKERY
SINCE
SAUDI ARABIA

oneself and savor the moment. Whenever a craving kicks in, it
triggers a noble pursuit we call ‘munch’. It’s calling that has no
defined time, place or occasion, so you just answer it instinctively
with your favorite cupcake, cheesecake , cake or candies at
MunchBakery.

STAND NO.: A17
Here at Munch we try and come up with the most imaginative and

munchbakery.com
WEBSITE

creative ways to share with you the sweetest taste of happiness.
Munch is a true believer in what people can achieve through
sheer imagination and creativity. Thus, every product of Munch
delivers a unique sense of fulfillment that is incomparable.
Today Munch has 35 branches 24 of them are franchise

15-16 November 2021
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PANO Global network of signage experts. Design, production and
installation of permanent or event-based, made to order, visual
communication media. You are a company, an administration,

PANO GROUP

a collectivity, an industrial site, a retail trader, a craftsman, a

FRANCE

professional or an organization. You may need our services. With
more than 40 years of existence, PANO can offer you a unique
expertise. The proximity of our agencies will enable you to meet

STAND NO.: C26

a signage professional in person. With more than 150 agencies
in France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Ivory

pano-group.com

Coast, Senegal, Mauritius, Republic of Djibouti and Madagascar,

WEBSITE

PANO Sign’Service continues its development by opening new
agencies while being as close as possible to its customers but
also by offering up to date visual communication solutions.

Take the right direction with PANO network !

"
my banner,
I progress
with
15-16 November 2021

pano ! "
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Proyectum Sport is an international organization specialized in

PROYECTUM SPORT
MINIGOLS
USA

STAND NO.: C15
minigols.com
WEBSITE

sports marketing, with extensive expertise in
advertising, marketing and promotions, as well as in Retail Sales.
It generates creative and innovative ideas and
products aiming to achieve optimal insertion of companies into
the world of sports.
The MINIGOLS® are miniature replicas of world’s professional
football players. They are collectible, interchangeable
and adaptable to a spectacular foosball table where children and
adults can play along with their sport idols and
favorite teams.
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RF COMBINE
UAE

RF Combine is a leading business house headquartered in Dubai
with a well-diversified portfolio. Founded in 1984, the corporate
group combines an impressive history of experience and prowess
across the production, distribution, retail and consumer products
sectors. RF Combine is strengthening its global profile actively
with its production unit helmed by UAE based - Atiq Abdulla
Flour mill LLC., its distribution unit operated by Rose Flower
General Trading LLC. and flagship consumer retail and dining
business units namely Filfil Spices,Nellara Restaurants and Nells
respectively.

STAND NO.: A09

From the Group comes some well-known brand leaders and
successful brand concepts including:

rfcombine.com

Nellara Food Products
Nellara Restaurant
Malhar Food Products
Neltea
Nelco Juice
Nelvayal Rice
Sana Food Products
Filfil Spices
Nells

WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021
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Real Burger Restaurants chain, is the core brand of nine different

REAL BURGER
SAUDI ARABIA

trademarks owned by “ Real Business Co. “
Our journey began in 2015 with our first branch
We continued in a successful journey over the Kingdom of Saudi

STAND NO.: A17
@real_burger_sa
WEBSITE

Arabia and Gulf and foreseeing a promising expansion plan.
Here we offer franchisees a unique opportunity and a rewarding
business.
As we look forward for a bright future and to continue spreading
our distinctive restaurant “ Real Burger “

15-16 November 2021
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The global food delivery market is expected to hit the $150 billion

RUSSO’S NY PIZZERIA
GLOBAL FRANCHISING

mark in 2023. This means that this is the best time for you to start
your own pizza delivery franchise.

USA

-Business Wire, 2020

STAND NO.: A10

Contact us to learn more about Russo’s NY Pizzeria franchise.
We have franchising opportunities all over the U.S from Texas to

nypizzeria.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

New York, from Hawaii to Florida, California to Tennessee and all
around the globe.
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SHAWARMA FACTORY

Shawarma Factory is the leading Shawarma Factory Company in

KUWAIT

the Middle East and the largest integrated Shawarma Company
since it was founded, and has become a brand worthy of trust from

STAND NO.: A02
shawarma-factory-restaurant
.business.site
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

its customers. It is synonymous with quality between customers.
It is the first Shawarma Factory Agency in the Gulf By using
the highest quality excavators of all competitor companies and
unique to The items are in Mino and the company’s headquarters
in Kuwait and extend to Arab Gulf states.
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Shormeh is not an ordinary shawarma restaurant, when quality

SHORMEH
SAUDI ARABIA

STAND NO.: A17

and taste meet creativity and innovation, it results in something
unique that guarantees a different customer experience when
ordering shawarma. The brand started in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia in the Eastern Province, before spreading to all regions of
the kingdom with the aim of becoming international.

@shormeh.ksa

The brand’s agent will get absolute support before and after

WEBSITE

the opening, with the aim of gradual expansion and increasing
profits.
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Simit Sarayı opened its first store in 2002 with a motivation to
promote simit, a traditional Anatolian delicacy, to both Turkey
and to the rest of the world. Today, Simit Sarayı serves more than

SIMIT SARAYI
TURKEY

1.000.000 guests daily, with 11.250 employees in hundreds of
stores nationwide and in 25 countries around the world.In 2015,
the company took a step further towards its global outreach by
launching the “Flexible Simit Production Line”: world’s highest

STAND NO.: A11
simitsarayi.com
WEBSITE

production capacity plant at global quality standards, equipped
with cutting-edge technology. Products are manufactured in
4 factories in an area of 25.000 square meters in total, to be
delivered to various parts of the world. Simit Sarayı grows on
a franchising system built to guide the investor in the best way
for their specific circumstances. The system offers all required
services including location, feasibility, concept management,
architectural project, brand identity and communications.

15-16 November 2021
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TALAH ALJOOD
SAUDI ARABIA

Started in 2001, Talah Aljood is a retailing premium gourmet
date fruits shop, which is considered a solid part of heritage and

STAND NO.: A17
talahdates.com
WEBSITE

15-16 November 2021

religion. Besides the natural dates, Talah Aljood introduced the
vastest varieties in avored dates, stued dates along with pastries
and sweets that are date fruit based.
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THE BURGERS ORIGIN
SAUDI ARABIA

The Burgers Origin chain was launched from the southern
province of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, particularly from
the City of Abha in 2015. The Burgers Origin offers a variety of
burgers, sandwiches, and delicious appetizers. The aim of The

STAND NO.: A17
@theburgerorigin
WEBSITE
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Burgers Origin is serving quality.
We currently have more than 48 branches in various regions of
the Kingdom Saudi Arabia
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We’ve all had those days where we just wanna scream and break

THE SMASH ROOM
UAE

STAND NO.: C08

stuff! Did you ever wish you could actually do that?! Have an
outlet for the frustration and anger we sometimes hold on to?
Well now you do! The idea for The Smash Room was inspired by
exactly such a situation and it is the first of its kind in UAE! Book
a smash session at our rad venue located in Al Quoz, Dubai and
get to shatter TVs, Laptops, Smartphones and other items we will

thesmashroom.com

give you. Come check it out before you damage your expensive

WEBSITE

stuff at home! We promise you won’t regret it! Hit us up on the
phone or our website. Come and have a shattering time!

15-16 November 2021
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The name Richy has been associated with quality, added value

THE RICHY
SAUDI ARABIA

STAND NO.: A17

and as a brand, Richy pursued innovation and creativity in the
Saudi men’s fashion market.
It is a modern and professional group that is able to grow and
achieve its ambitions.

richy.sa

A vision based on the accumulation of years of experience in

WEBSITE

applying the highest standards.
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WeSellAnyBiz is one of United Kingdom’s leading business and
franchise sales platforms. Our dedicated platform allows sellers
and buyers to connect with each other.

WESELLANYBIZ UK
UNITED KINGDOM

STAND NO.: A08

Are you thinking about expanding your business in United
Kingdom via offering a franchise? Whatever industry you are
in, be it Food, Tech, Retail, Media or anything else. Advertise
it on our website. Reach out to potential franchisees in United
Kingdom right away.

wesellanybiz.com

We are UK’s leading franchise business sales platform!! Visitors

WEBSITE

on our website are actively seeking new exciting franchising
opportunities!
Picture

15-16 November 2021
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Zoughaib & Co story begins in Lebanon with a pioneer vision of
celebrating a rich heritage through the most stunning glittering
creations, Zoughaib & Co has positioned itself, since inception,

ZOUGHAIB & CO
LEBANON

as a leading jewelry house and a trendsetter in jewelry branding.
A believer in the unbound potential of human craftsmanship and
creativity, Zoughaib & Co has always gone the extra mile to be
at the forefront of innovation. Stemming from a fascination to

STAND NO.: A01
zoughaibandco.com
WEBSITE

equally embody the infinite wealth of nature and the universal
elegance of a woman, the brand’s typical style and distinctive
originality is ingrained in each of its exceptional masterpieces.
From one branch to the largest jewelry retail chain, Zoughaib &
Co. impressive expansion relies not only on a successful vision
and brand image, but also on an exemplary execution and a
globally-acclaimed style that has made countless women happy
around the world.
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